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A CHANGE FOR 
THE BETTER
“You talk, we listen,” says Doug Sanders of 
Change of Blinds, a leader in Winnipeg’s window 
covering trade. Doug and his team offer a vast 
assortment of blinds and shades in a wealth 
of colours, fabrics and materials from North 
America’s top suppliers. 

“We come right into the home with a free 
consultation where we discuss your window 
covering needs. We then select the correct 
type of window treatment with just the right 
options. This process allows customers to have 
a better understanding of what proper window 
coverings can achieve with much smaller costs 
in comparison to many other home renovation 
projects,” he says.

These days, people are looking for simpler 
solutions that are low maintenance with easy 
clean features. His customers are also looking 
for products that prevent harmful UV rays from 
damaging furniture and help keep homes cool 
in the summer and warm in the winter. Even 
technology has stepped in to take window cov-
erings to a new level, where integrated software 
allows homeowners to operate motorized blinds 
and shades with Smartphones and other mobile 
devices. Change of Blinds has the solutions 
with expert advice on all fronts.

“We can look at your existing windows and 
discuss the right type of product to work with 

your awning, casement or bay window,” says 
Doug, mentioning that a good measurement at 
the beginning helps keep costs and timelines in 
check. “We work with your décor budget and 

provide all the options to make your choice of 
new window coverings a choice that lasts and 
delivers value for years.”

HASSLE-FREE 
RENOVATION
All Canadian Renovations is a good company 
to know when you are thinking about a home 
renovation project. These pros offer a one-stop-
shop where everything is under a single roof. This 
means consistent work that is a team effort.

With many satisfied client come many  
positive comments:  

“They are as hassle-free as you will ever find 
in the home renovation trade.”

 “They have their own designer, carpenters, 
plumbers and electricians. We dealt only with 
their renovation consultant, making it as stress-
free as possible.”

Central to their philosophy is getting the job 
done properly from the beginning. And, while this 
might seem like a given, they may take a portion 
of the job beyond code requirements to insure 
the reno you get done today lasts into the future. 
Their reputation has been earned by not accepting 
lesser quality solutions when their experience tells 
them otherwise. 

Their crews of trade professionals and sales 
people have an incredible breadth of expertise 
that is rolled out to every job they do. They don’t 
claim to be the lowest priced renovator, but their 
value equation is pretty hard to match.

All Canadian Renovations is a Certified 
Master Renovator, a member of the Manitoba 
Home Builders Association (MHBA), and was 

awarded the Better Business Bureau’s Torch 
Award in 2011. 

“We work with many of Manitoba’s top  
architects, designers, developers and engineers, 
and specialize in bringing your dream home to 
reality. Whether it is a bathroom renovation,  
kitchen update, rec room or addition, we assist 

our customers through all decisions. From design 
and colour to cabinetry and tile, we will ensure 
that the final result reflects our clients’ vision.”

Look for All Canadian Renovations at the 
Winnipeg Renovation Show in January. For more 
information, visit their website at www.acrltd.ca 
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